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Biography 

 

Dan Riess is executive vice president of content partnerships for Turner Ad Sales, as well as co-head of the newly-launched 

Turner Ignite division. An insights-powered unit led by Riess in partnership with Michael Strober, head of client strategy 

and ad innovation, Turner Ignite focuses on content and data solutions that power the next generation of portfolio 

capabilities, enhancing the ad viewing experience while also driving better ad performance. Within that capacity, Riess and 

his team focus on creative, solution-based client ideation across Turner’s full portfolio and align with sales, client and 

network strategy, as well as collaborate closely with the Client Strategy & Ad Innovation unit to strengthen opportunities 

and outcomes for marketers. He is based in New York and reports to Donna Speciale, president of Turner Ad Sales.  

 

Prior to taking on his newly-formed role in the fall of 2015, Riess was executive vice president of integrated marketing and 

branded content for Turner Ad Sales. During his time in that position, Riess oversaw the development and implementation 

of innovative content marketing opportunities across the Turner portfolio, as well as spearheaded the launch of Courageous, 

Turner’s first-ever branded content studio with global capabilities for marketers across CNN and HLN. Before expanding 

his oversight across Turner, Riess was senior vice president of integrated marketing for Turner Entertainment Ad Sales. He 

played a vital role in developing Now Media, a portfolio of products offered in the 2014/15 Upfront that maximized a 

brand’s impact utilizing the power of television with the advantages of digital. Since that time, many of the advertising 

products have been enhanced beyond beta form, while additional products have been introduced, allowing Turner’s 

advanced advertising capabilities to expand to the entire portfolio.   

 

His vision for creative content partnerships encompassed many nontraditional sponsorships including multi-year integration 

deals with MillerCoors and Starcom for TBS and TNT original series; major cross screen partnerships with brands like 

AT&T, Coke Zero and GM for TBS’s late night series Conan; and significant branded content deals, with clients including 

Hyundai around the TNT original series Legends, and State Farm around their Neighborhood Sessions TNT concert series. 

In partnership with Turner’s research division, Riess has also led the effort with producing stronger ROI findings for brand 

marketers during his time working on TBS and TNT, an effort he will continue to drive in his current role.  

 

Since joining Turner in 1997, Riess has held a multitude of ascending positions in key strategic groups. Before officially 

joining the sales division, Riess was vice president of marketing and ad solutions for the Turner New Products Group and 

served as the head of marketing for GameTap, TBS, Inc.’s broadband video games network that launched October 2005 and 

was spun out in 2008. From 2001-2004, Riess was director of TBS Inc. Strategic Planning, an in house corporate strategy 

team; and from 1997-2001, he held a critical role in the brand positioning development for TNT and CNN Headline News 

as the manager, then director, of the Turner Marketing Solutions Group - the industry’s first-ever, integrated marketing and 

sales group. Riess began his career in marketing at EMI Music/EMI Records.  

 



Riess earned a bachelor of arts degree in international affairs at Gettysburg College and an MBA at Columbia University 

School of Business. 

 

Turner Ad Sales monetizes the company's portfolio of leading entertainment, kids, news and sports properties through 

advertising and brand activations. Attracting a wide-scale audience of diverse consumers, the collection includes leading 

media brands CNN, HLN, Great Big Story, TBS, TNT, truTV, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Adult Swim, Bleacher 

Report and Turner Sports' high-profile coverage of the NBA, MLB, NCAA, PGA and the newly-formed ELEAGUE. In 

addition, the company has digital sales partnerships with the NBA, NASCAR, NCAA and PGA. 

 

Turner, a Time Warner company, creates and programs branded news, entertainment, animation and young adult media 

environments on television and other platforms for consumers around the world. 
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